We show that the posets of shuffles introduced by Greene in 1988 are flag symmetric, and we describe a permutation action of the symmetric group on the maximal chains which is local and yields a representation of the symmetric group whose character has Frobenius characteristic closely related to the flag symmetric function. A key tool is provided by a new labeling of the maximal chains of a poset of shuffles. This labeling and the structure of the orbits of maximal chains under the local action lead to combinatorial derivations of enumerative properties obtained originally by Greene. As a further consequence, a natural notion of type of shuffles emerges and the monoid of multiplicative functions on the poset of shuffles is described in terms of operations on power series. The main results concerning the flag symmetric function and the local action on the maximal chains of a poset of shuffles are obtained from new general results regarding chain labelings of posets. (~)
O. Introduction
In [16] , Stanley initiated an investigation of posets which involve two algebraic objects related to the order structure of the poset --a certain symmetric function (flag symmetric function) and a certain associated representation of the symmetric group. In Section 1 we give precise definitions and summarize the results of [16] that will be used later in this paper. Briefly, [16] is concerned with classes of posets whose order structure leads to a symmetric function derived from the enumeration of rank-selected chains, and which turns out to be the Frobenius characteristic of a representation of the symmetric group, of degree equal to the number of maximal chains of the poset; moreover, this representation can be realized via an action of the symmetric group on the maximal chains of the poset, under which each adjacent transposition t~i = (i, i + 1 ) acts on chains locally, that is, modifying at most the chain element of rank i.
The goal of this paper is to add a new infinite family of posets to the examples appearing in [16, 17] , namely, the posets of shuffles introduced and investigated by Greene [8] . In the process, several general results emerge. In Section 1 we give the necessary background on locally rank-symmetric posets affording a local action of the symmetric group (based on [16] ). Section 2 contains the necessary preliminaries concerning the posets of shuffles (i.e., shuffles of subwords of two given words). In Section 3 we give a new labeling of the posets of shuffles and establish its properties which are instrumental in the remainder of the paper. In Section 4 we describe a local action of the symmetric group on the maximal chains of a poset of shuffles, such that the Frobenius characteristic for the corresponding representation character is (essentially) the flag symmetric function. The desired results regarding the posets of shuffles follow from more general results motivated by the properties of the new labeling of these posets. Section 5 is devoted to the enumeration of shuffles according to a natural notion of type. As a consequence we describe the monoid of multiplicative functions on the poset of shuffles in terms of operations on power series.
As a by-product of the present investigation of the posets of shuffles, we obtain alternative, purely combinatorial, derivations of enumerative results obtained in [8] . The present work parallels that of [17] regarding the lattice of noncrossing partitions, thus adding to previously known structural analogies between the posets of noncrossing partitions and those of shuffles. It is hoped that this work will facilitate the development of a systematic general theory of the posets with a local group action concordant with the flag symmetric function.
PreUmin~tries
Let P be a finite poset with a minimum element 0, and a maximum element ]. Throughout this paper, we will consider only such posets that are ranked, that is, there exists a function p :P -~ Z such that p(()) --0 and p(t') = p(t) + 1 whenever t~t' (the notation t~t' means that t is covered by t', i.e., t < t' and there is no element u E P such that t<u<fl).
Let p(P):=p (1) =n. For SC_ [n -1] , where In-1]:--{1,2 ..... n -1}, let 0¢p(S) denote the number of rank-selected chains in P whose elements (other than 0 and 1) have rank set equal to S. Thus, The flag f-and h-vectors appear in numerous contexts in algebraic and geometric combinatorics; for instance, the values tip(S) have topological significance related to the order complex of the rank-selected subposet Ps := { I), i } tA {t E P: p(t) E S} (see, e.g., [15, Section 3.12] for additional information and references).
up(S) := #{ () < h < t2 <"" < tls I < 1: (P(h), p(t2) ..... p(tls I
Consider now the formal power series
This definition was suggested for investigation by Richard Ehrenborg [4] and is one of the central objects in [16] and in this paper. Alternatively,
S C In--1] I ~<il <i2 < "'" <ik+l
S={sl <sz<"-<Sk} It is easy to see that the series Fp(x) is homogeneous of degree n and that it is a quasisymmetric function, that is, for every sequence nl,n2 ..... nm of exponents, the monomials x~,'x~ 2.-. xT~ and xT'xT~...x7E appear with equal coefficients whenever il < i2 < ... <im and jl <j2 < '" <jm. Through a simple counting argument and using relation (1), the series Fp(x) can also be rewritten as which constitute a basis for the (2"-l-dimensional) space of quasisymmetric functions of degree n (for more on quasisymmetric functions and symmetric functions we refer the interested reader to [12, 13] ). A first question discussed in [16] is that of conditions under which Fp(x) is actually a symmetric function, in which case we refer to Fp(x) as the fla9-symmetric function of P and to P as aflag-symmetric poset. An immediate necessary condition is that P be rank symmetric (i.e., #{t CP: p(t)=r} =#{t EP: p(t)=n-r} for every 0 ~< r ~< n). A necessary and sufficient condition can be deduced readily from (2) [16, Corollary 1.2]. Namely, for every S C_ [n -1] the value of ~p(S) depends only on the (multi)set of differences sl -0,s2 -sl ..... sk -Sk-l,n --sk and not on their ordering. If this is the case, then the symmetric function Fp(x) can be expressed in terms of the basis of monomial symmetric functions {m;.(x)};.~n as
2F-n where 2 ~-n denotes a partition 2=(21>~22>~...>~2/>0) of n, and c~p(2):= ~p({2],2~ +22 ..... 2! + 42 +... +2/-t}). For example, the earlier calculation of the flag f-vector of the poset of Fig. 2 shows that it is flag symmetric, with flag-symmetric function Fe(x)= m4(x)+2m31 (x)+ 3mzz(x) + 4m211(x) + 6mllll(X).
The following sufficient condition for Fp(x) to be a symmetric function introduces the class of locally rank-symmetric posets. This condition is not necessary for flag symmetry, as shown by the poset of Fig. 2 , but it is necessary and sufficient for every interval of P to be flag-symmetric. Locally rank-symmetric posets turn out to be a rich source of examples yielding flagsymmetric functions. The examples of flag-symmetric posets provided in [16] include products of chains (shown to be the only flag-symmetric distributive lattices, and identical to the class of locally rank-symmetric distributive lattices), and Hall lattices (a 'q-analogue' of a product of chains), as well as a discussion of some other classes of posets. If Fe(x) is a symmetric function, homogeneous of degree n, and if it turns out to be Schur positive (i.e., its expression in terms of the Schur functions basis has nonnegative coefficients only), then it follows from the general theory of representations and symmetric functions that it is the Frobenius characteristic
.F-n of a character ~ of the symmetric group Sn. In the preceding display line, 2 runs over all partitions of n, ~k(2) is the value of ~b on the conjugacy class of type 2, z;=l/(212z...ml!m2! ...) with mi being the multiplicity of i as a part of 2, and p;,(x) is the power symmetric function indexed by 2 (that is, p~(x)= p;.l(x)p). 2(x) ... with pj(x):=~ + x~ +...). It is known that when the Frobenius characteristic of a character q, of Sn is expanded in terms of Schur functions {s;~(x)};.~-,, then the coefficient of s;(x) is the multiplicity with which the irreducible character )~;~ of S, occurs in ~k. Thus, Fp(x) describes a representation of S,, whose degree ~k(l") can be recovered as the coefficient of ml, in Fp(x). In view of (4), the degree of ~k is tee(l"), the number of maximal chains in P.
The preceding discussion suggests seeking a natural action of Sn on the complex vector space C~//(P) with the set J/(P) of maximal chains in P as a basis, giving rise to a representation of Sn with character qJ as in (5) . Of particular interest would be a local action with this property (defined in [16] and motivated by the notion of local stationary algebra appearing in [18] ); that is, an action such that for every adjacent transposition ai = (i, i + 1) and every maximal chain m of P we have Cmm'm', m'EC.g (P) with nonzero coefficient Cmm' only if m' differs from m at most in the element of rank i. Following [16] , we call such an action 9ood. Good actions of the symmetric group are discussed in [16] in the case of posets whose rank-two intervals are isomorphic to C3 or C2 x C2 (where Ci denotes an/-element chain), and for posets whose rank-three intervals are isomorphic to Ca or C3 × C2 or C2 × C2 × C2. These results are based on work of David Grabiner [7] . Another illustration in [16] gives a local action of the Hecke algebra of S, on Cdc'(B,(q)), where B,(q) denotes the lattice of subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over GFq. In [17] a good action is exhibited for the lattice of noncrossing partitions. To these classes of examples this paper adds the posets of shuffles.
We note that related results were recently obtained by Patricia Hersh [10] (generalizing the local Sn-action on noncrossing partitions), and Jonathan Farley and Stefan Schmidt [5] (generalizing the work of Grabiner [7] ).
Flag symmetry of the posets of shuffles
Let d= {al,a2 .... ,am) and X= {X1,X 2 ..... XN} be two (finite) disjoint sets which we will call the lower and the upper alphabets, respectively. Consider the collection of shuffles over ~ and ~r, that is, words w = wlw2...wk with distinct letters from d tAX satisfying the shuffle property: the subset of letters belonging to each alphabet appears in increasing order of the letter subscripts in the appropriate alphabet. For instance, if M=4 and N=3, then w=x2ala3x3 is a shuffle word, but w=alx2a2aaxl is not a shuffle word. Note that the empty word 0 is a shuffle word.
The poser of shuffles WMN consists of the shuffle words over alphabets ,~ and with #~=M and #W=N with the order relation given by w<w I iff w' is obtained from w either by deleting a letter belonging to d or by inserting (in an allowable position) a letter belonging to W. In particular, O=ala2 .o.aM and I=XlX2...XN. Fig. 1 shows the Hasse diagram of W21. Clearly, WON and WMo are isomorphic to the boolean lattices of rank N and M, respectively. We will write {w} for the set of letters of a shuffle word w.
Greene [8] investigated the posets of shuffles, whose definition was motivated by an idealized model considered in mathematical biology. The results established in [8] include structural properties of WeN (e.g., WMN is a ranked poset; it admits a decomposition into symmetrically embedded boolean lattices and, hence, a symmetric chain decomposition; WeN is an EL-shellable poset), as well as expressions for key invariants of WMN (the zeta polynomial, the number of maximal chains, the M6bius function, the mak generating function, the characteristic polynomial). Two of the formulas in [8] will arise later in this paper. 
k>~0
The M6bius function of WMN is
We now turn to the interval structure of the posets of shuffles. 
WMN has a flag-symmetric function FMN =FA4N(X):= FW~,N(X). An explicit expression
for FMN Can be obtained by extending Greene's notion of d-and X-maximal chains in WMN [8] to ~-and X-maximal chains in rank-selected subposets of WMN. An argument similar to Greene's yields a recurrence relation for the numbers ~w.N(2), which in turn implies that
leading to 
FMN=Z (M)(N) .
(10)
k>~O
For example, the calculation of the flag f-vector of Wzl done in Section 1 gives
We omit the details of this argument. Instead, we will obtain expression (10) 
A labeling for posets of shufHes
To describe an action of SM+N on the maximal chains of WMN , it would be natural to resort to a labeling of the chains and have the symmetric group act on the chains by acting on their label sequences simply by permuting coordinates. The poset WMN is already known to be EL-shellable [8] , through the labeling of each covering relation u<w by the unique letter in the symmetric difference of the sets of letters {u} and {w}, and with the ordering a~ <a2 < .." <aM <Xl <x2"" <XN for the labels. Under this labeling each maximal chain is labeled by a permutation in SM+N. However, this does not serve well the goal of describing an SM+N action on the maximal chains. A similar situation occurred in [17] , where the standard EL-labeling of the noncrossing partition lattice was not suitable for describing a local action of the symmetric group on the maximal chains, and a new EL-labeling was produced for this purpose. Here too, we will define a new labeling for a poset of shuffles which lends itself naturally to the description of the desired local action of SM+N.
By a labeling we mean a map A : de(P)~L n, written
where n is the length of the maximal chains of P, and L is a totally ordered set. The labeling of interest in the present paper is a C-labeling, that is, for every maximal chain c= (O=w°<wl< ... <wn= ]) and every r C In], the label At(c) depends only on the initial subchain (6=w°<wl< ... <w~). If the label At(e) depends only on the covering w r-1 <w r, and not on the maximal chain c itself, then A is an E-labeling. Three properties of labelings will play a role in this paper: the R*-, R-, and S-labeling properties. A C-labeling A is an R*-labeling if every chain of the form (6 = w°<wl < ..-<w r <u) has a unique completion by coveting relations
where c is any maximal chain beginning 6 =w°<wl< ... <w s. (By the definition of C-labeling, the remaining elements of c do not affect the labels Ai(e) for 1 <<.i<~s.) In the same setting as for an R*-labeling, the requirement for an R-labeling is the existence of a unique weakly increasing completion of the chain:
A~+l(e) < Ar+z(e) <<. "" <<. As(e).
A labeling A of the maximal chains of a poset is an S-labeling if it is one-to-one and if for every maximal chain c = (6 = w°<wl< ... <w"= i) and for every rank i E [n-1] such that Ai(e) ~ Ai+l(e), there is a unique chain e~=(6=w°<wl < • .. <wi-l <ti< w~+l< ... <wn= i) differing from e only at rank i, with the following property: the label sequence A(e') differs from A(e) only in that Ai(e')=Ai+l(e) and Ai+l(e')= Ai( c ).
We now turn to the definition of a labeling A for the poset of shuffles, and then show that it has the properties R* and S. In the next section we will see the implications of an RS-or R'S-labeling with regard to a local action on the poset.
To each maximal chain c= (6 =w°<wl< ... <wM+N = ]) in WMN we give a label sequence
by assigning a label from ~¢ U ~ to each coveting relation on c. In defining A we distinguish three types of coveting relations, (x), (xa), and (a), as follows:
(X) wi<~.W i+l with W i+l obtained from w i by inserting a letter xk E Y" in a position consistent with the shuffle property; then we set Ai+l(e)=xk. (xa) wi<w ~+1 with w i of the form wi= uxkamV and w i+1 = uxkv, where this is the first deletion along e, starting from 6, of a letter (necessarily belonging to ~¢) located immediately after xk; then we set Ai+l(e):Xk.
(a) wi<w ~+1 with w i+l obtained from w ~ by deleting a letter aj E ~¢, and this deletion is not of type (xa); then we set Ai+l(e)=aj. Proof. From the definition of A it is clear that all letters in X appear in the label sequence of any maximal chain c and that for every aj E • which does not appear in the label sequence, there is an xk 6 X which appears twice. Thus, the label sequence of every maximal chain c is of the claimed form. Conversely, we claim that given a multipermutation cr ofA U 2XU (X-X) for some A and X as in the statement of the lemma, there is a unique maximal chain in WMN having label sequence A(c)= ~. Indeed, first note that if A = d and X = 0 (that is, is a permutation of ~ U X), then only coverings of type (a) and (x) are possible. Thus, starting from 6 = W °, a dictates a sequence of deletions of letters from ~ and insertions of letters from X, each insertion being made in the rightmost possible position. This determines a unique maximal chain c as desired. For example, for W23, the permutation tr=a2x3xlalx2 determines the chain c=(6=ala2~al~alx3~alxlx3~ [] The behavior of A on intervals of rank two can be easily described. Proof. Each rank-two interval of a poset of shuffles has either 4 or 5 elements. That is, each rank-two interval is isomorphic either to C2 x C2 or to the lattice/I3 of partitions of a 3-element set. Specifically, an interval of rank 2 is of one of the following forms:
(i) [uamvanw, uvw] (ii) [UapV, uxmv] for some words u, v. Such an interval is isomorphic to Wtl ~-/-/3.
The definition of the chain labeling A and the two possible structures of the intervals of rank 2 yield the two cases in the desired conclusion.
[] Remark 3.6. The proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that the R*-labeling A has a stronger property: the unique increasingly labeled extension of a chain 0=w°<wl< ... <wr< v depends only on w r and v. We will write 7(w r, v) to denote this chain.
The remainder of this section is devoted to enumerative consequences of the labeling A, yielding combinatorial proofs of results from [8] . We begin with a bijective proof of the local rank symmetry of the posers of shuffles (an inductive proof was given in Proposition 2.4). In particular, this is a bijective proof of the rank symmetry of a poset of shuffles. An alternative bijective proof of the rank symmetry of WMN is implicit in the symmetric chain decomposition which appears in [8] . [] Lemma 3.1 yields readily the number of maximal chains in a poset of shuffles, giving a more direct derivation of formula (6) due to Greene. 
#~(~tN( (), I )=(--1)M+N (MMN).
Proof. By the general theory of [2] , the M6bius function is (-1 )M+N times the number of maximal chains to which the R*-labeling A assigns weakly decreasing label sequences. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that such chains have label sequences of the form
A(c) = (XjN+,,XjN+,_ , ..... Xj~, aiM_,, aiM_,_~ ..... ai, )
for some 0~< k ~ min{M,N}, where iM-k >iM-k-1 > "'" >il and ju+k >~ju+k-I >7
"'" ~>jl with k nonconsecutive equalities. Therefore, the decreasingly labeled maximal chains correspond bijectively to the selections of M-k letters from ~ and k letters from 5V for some k. It is an easy exercise to show that the number of such selections is (M~tN) yielding the desired formula for the MObius function. []
A local action of the symmetric group
We begin with two general results which imply that the posets of shuffles have a local action of the symmetric group and establish the relation between the Frobenius characteristic of the corresponding character and the flag-symmetric function of the poset. (b) A special case is when the maximal chains in each orbit form a subposet isomorphic to a product of chains, C~,~+l ×C~,2+1 ×.-.. It is not hard to show that this is the case for the posets of shuffles and the action discussed here, as well as for the lattice of noncrossing partitions discussed in [17] . Thus, in addition to admitting a partition of the elements into boolean lattices (as shown in [8] for poset of shuffles and in [14] for the noncrossing partition lattice), these posets also admit a partition of their maximal chains into products of chains. Fig. 4 shows the orbits of maximal chains in W21. In general, in WMN, each orbit of maximal chains is isomorphic to a product of chains of the form C3 k × C~ +N-2k. 
then Mi = {A~l+...+~_~+t,...,AT~+...v~}. The map rr ~ t(n) is a bijection from qgT(A) to the set of all chains of P whose elements have ranks 0, ~L, 71+Y2,..., Yl+" '+y~-l, n. Hence 
21-n Let .~e(A) be the collection of all multisets M = {A1 ..... An} of entries of a maximal chain label of P. Summing (14) over all M E .~e;. and comparing with (13) gives
Since the action of Sn by permuting coordinates of permutations of multiset of type v has Frobenius characteristic hv, we get Fe = ch(~,).
Since there is a unique weakly increasing maximal chain of P from 0 to i (equivalently, since ~e(0)= 1), we get Fp = hv for some v ~-n.
It now follows from 
M+N-2k
In the remainder of this section we make comments regarding the preceding results and discuss other possible directions for generalizations. where the sum ranges over the chains in P whose rank support is the set S ___ [n -1], and n is the rank of P. Now define
Note that Fe(~p, x) is a quasisymmetric function, homogeneous of degree n. In particular, if q~ = (, the zeta function of P (i.e., ((u, v) = 1 if u ~< v, and ((u, v) = 0 otherwise), we recover ~e((,S)= ~p(S) and Fp((,x) is the function Fp(x) of (2). We intend to pursue this generalization elsewhere, mentioning here only one result --the next proposition. We note that the same result holds for an arbitrary invertible element ~o from the incidence algebra of P and its inverse. Here we present a direct proof for the special case q~ = ( and ~o -l= # which is the instance occurring in the context of this paper. 
~ (-1)IS-TIo~P(T)L~,n(X).

S C[n-1] TCS
Using Hall's theorem (e.g., [15, Proposition 3.8.5] ), the sum over T evaluates to (-1)lSl-l#ps(6, 1). Next, using Baclawski's theorem for the M6bius function of a subposet (see [9, formula (7. 2)]), the sum over T can be expressed as The poset P shown in Fig. 6 (a) has a labeling of its maximal chains which, although not injective, gives rise to an $3 local action on the maximal chains of P. The orbits are four copies of C2 × C3, each labeled in the standard way with the multiset a, b, b. On the other hand, the noninjective labeling of Fig. 6(b) does not produce an $3 action on the maximal chains (e.g., o'1o'20"1(6~-,A~-~<~ i)# a2trla2(6<A<B< i)). Finally, we give a local condition which characterizes labeled posets with a local action induced from the action on labels. This, of course, can be seen to apply to the earlier examples. Proof. The conditions (a) and (b) on A imply readily the Coxeter relations for Sn, showing that the local action is well-defined. Conversely, within each orbit of chains 6, the local action fixes the chains labeled aaa, so these form classes isomorphic to Ca; a chain 6 labeled with aba is mapped under the local action to chains with the same z and 0 and label sequences aab and baa, structured as a copy of C 2 >( C 3 and forming a class as claimed; similarly, a chain 6 labeled as abc is mapped by the subgroup generated by ai and o'i+ 1 to six chains forming a copy of C2 × C2 x C2, with labels as claimed. []
MultipHcative functions on the poset of shuffles
Consider now the poset W~ whose elements are the shuffles of finite words using the lower alphabet ~ ={al,a2 .. where, following Garsia [6] (see also [11] ), if p is a proposition then we write ;((p) = 1 if p is true, and X(P) = 0 if p is false. To complete the construction of w, we need to choose the location of the Wi0's and W0j's required by entries aio and boj in the type of w. A factor W/0 in the canonical product for [6, w] must arise between two successive lower alphabet letters of w, or in front of the first L-factor if w begins with an L-factor, or after the last L-factor if w ends with an L-factor. Therefore such a factor W/0 occurs in one of m -s + 1 -s positions. Similarly, a factor W0j in the canonical product for [w, 1] can arise from any of n-r+ 1 +e positions (between two successive letters from the upper alphabet, in front of the first U-factor if w begins with a U-factor, or after the last U-factor if w ends with a U-factor). In conclusion, the word w can be completed in The first case in the conclusion of the proposition now follows from a simple manipulation with binomial coefficients. The case w = 0 is trivial, so the proof is complete.
[] 
For instance, if ( denotes the zeta function of Wo~o~ (whose value is 1 on every interval of W~), then Hence the left-hand side of (17) becomes the generating function for (k, whose value at W,j is the number Zij(k) of k-element multichains 6=t0~<tl ~<... ~<tk--] in W//y. Equivalently, Z/j(k) is the value of the zeta polynomial of Wij at k [15] . We obtain from (17) that Z ZiJ(k)xiYJ= 1 i,j 1 -kx -ky -(k~l)xy' a result of Greene [8] .
Remark 5.4. The identity (17) can be deduced purely combinatorially.
The left-hand side provides a refinement of the flag f-vector in the sense that the coefficient of ill'J1 i21~J2 al ~1 a2~'2 ' "'xmy n, where m=il + i2 + ... and n=jl + j2 + " ", is
